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Purpose: Many trials for new therapeutic approaches such as stem cell-based transplantation have been conducted to 
improve the repair and regeneration of injured cord tissue and to restore functions following spinal cord injury (SCI) in 
animals and humans. Adipose tissue-derived stromal cells (ATSCs) have multi-lineage potential to differentiate into cells 
with neuron-like morphology. Most studies of stem cell transplantation therapy after SCI are focused on cellular 
regeneration and restoration of motor function, but not on unwanted effects after transplantation such as neuropathic 
pain. This study was focused on whether transplantation of ATSCs could facilitate or attenuate hindpaw pain responses to 
heat, cold and mechanical stimulation, as well as on improvement of locomotor function in a rat with SCI.

Methods: A spinal cord injury rat model was produced using an NYU impactor by dropping a 10 g rod from a height of 25 mm 
on to the T9 segment. Human ATSCs (hATSCs; approximately 5x105 cells) or DMEM were injected into the perilesional area 9 
days after the SCI. After transplantation, hindpaw withdrawal responses to heat, cold and mechanical allodynia were 
measured over 7 weeks. Motor recovery on the Basso, Beattie, and Bresnahan (BBB) locomotor rating scale and on the 
inclined plane test were also evaluated. 

Results: The present study demonstrated that increased hindpaw withdrawal responses to cold allodynia was observed in 
both groups after transplantation, but the development of cold-induced allodynia in the hATSC transplantation group was 
significantly larger than in the control group. The difference between the two groups in locomotor functional improvement 
after SCI was also significant. 

Conclusion: Careful consideration not only of optimal functional benefits but also of unintended side effects such as 
neuropathic pain is necessary before stem cell transplantation therapy after SCI. 
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I. Introduction 

Spinal cord injury (SCI) results in not only permanent sensori-

motor impairment and dysfunction of autonomic nervous 

system but also chronic neuropathic pain below level of injury. 

Many people with SCI are living with devastated their quality of 

life.1 Various approaches for new therapeutic strategy have been 

studied to repair and regenerate of injured cord and restore 

functions following SCI.2,3 It has been taken a growing interest 

in stem cells-based transplantation studies to treat SCI in 

animals4-9 and humans,10-12 although clinical trials for the treat-

ments of SCI are quite unsatisfactory.

Various types of adult-derived stem or progenitor cells have 

been studied for autologous cell transplantation in a model of 

SCI because of ethical problems and immunological reaction. 

They are included as olfactory ensheathing cells (OECs),10,12 

adult neural precursor cells (NPCs)9 and mesenchymal stem 

cells, including bone marrow-derived stem cells (BMSCs)8,11 and 
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adipose tissue-derived stromal cells (ATSCs).6 Among them, it 

has also been known that ATSCs have multi-lineage potentials 

to differentiate into neuron-like morphologies.13,14 Kang et al 

has reported that ATSCs transplantation into the rats with 

cerebral ischemia and spinal cord injury resulted in functional 

improvement.6,15

Usually, most studies for stem cell transplantation therapy 

after SCI are focused on cellular regeneration and restoration of 

motor function but not interested in side effects like neuropathic 

pain after transplantation. Unfortunately, it has been reported 

that cell transplantation therapy may increase the possibility of 

development of neuropathic pain.16-19 Previous studies about 

side effects like neuropathic pain development after stem cell 

transplantation therapy in a model of SCI have been relatively 

scarce. Therefore, the present study is focused on whether the 

stem cell transplantation therapy could facilitate or attenuate the 

hindpaw pain responses of thermal, cold and mechanical stimu-

lation as well as improve locomotor function in a rat with SCI.

II. Materials and Methods

1. Animals and spinal cord injury

All experimental procedures were carried out according to the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines at the 

Yeungnam University, South Korea. Adult female Sprague-Dawley 

rats (200∼250 g, 6∼8 weeks old) were used for this study. 

Animals were acclimatized to controlled laboratory environments 

(12 hr light/dark cycles) with free access to food and water. 

Animals were anesthetized prior to surgery by intraperitoneal 

injection of Zoletil (Virbac Laboratories, France, 50 mg/kg). 

Under anesthesia, laminectomy was performed and exposed the 

T9 segment of spinal cord. We used a weight-drop device 

developed at New York University and produced the spinal cord 

injured rat model.20 Spinal cord contusion was induced by 

dropping a 10-g rod (2.5 mm in diameter) from a height of 25 

mm. For sham surgery, animals were laminectomized and only 

vertebral clips of the impactor were placed without impact 

injury. After surgery, incised muscle and skin was sutured in 

layers and animalswere warmed with heating pad to restore the 

temperature. Throughout 7 days after surgery, animals were 

received antibiotics daily and bladder was emptied twice daily by 

bladder compression manually until the function of bladder was 

recovered.

2. ATSCs culture

The adipose tissue was obtained from abdominal omentum of 

patient operated by liposuction. Adipose tissue was washed at 

least three times in phosphate buffer saline (PBS, GibcoBRL) 

to remove blood. The tissue was cut off and digested with colla-

genase I (2 mg/ml, GibcoBRL) for 50 minutes (min) at 37℃ 
using shaking incubator. The cells were filtered through a 250 μm 

nylon mesh and centrifuged for 5 min at 412 g. The floating 

adipocytes were isolated from stromal vascular fraction. The 

pellet resuspended in red blood lysing buffer (8.3 g/L NH4Cl, 

0.01 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, Sigma) for 10 min. After centrifuged 

at 264 g for 5 min, preadipocytes in the stromal vascular fraction 

were plated in culture dishes at 4.0 × 103 cells/cm2. The cells 

were cultured with Dulbecco’s Minimal Essential Medium 

(DMEM, GicoBRL) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, 

GibcoBRL) and 1% antibiotics (GibcoBRL). The cells were 

incubated at 5% CO2 and 37℃. After 24 h, non-adherent cells 

were removed. Thereafter, the culture media was changed every 

3 days. When the cells reached 80% confluence, the cells were 

harvested with 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (GibcoBRL) for 3 min at 

37 ℃, centrifuged for 5 min at 264 g and replated at a density of 

4.0 × 103 cells/cm2. The cells were expanded by serial passage 

and used for in vitro cell characterization and in vivo trans-

plantation.

3. Flow cytometric analysis

Immunophenotypic characteristics of ATSCs were determined 

at 5 passages by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) 

analysis using primary antibodies conjugated with fluorescein 

isothiocyanate (FITC) or phycoerythrin (PE).

The cultured hATSCs were detached by 0.25% trypsin- 

EDTA and washed twice in PBS containing 1% FBS. The 

density of 2.5 × 105 cells were reacted with 5 μl of individual 

primary antibodies in 200 μl PBS containing 1% FBS for 20 

min in the dark and at room temperature. The cells were washed 

twice in 500 μl PBS containing 1% FBS, centrifuged for 5 min 

at 100 g and finally diluted in 500 μl PBS containing 1% FBS. 

Samples were analyzed using a FACScan flow cytometer (FACScan-

libur, BD). Analysis was performed using CellQuest software 

(BD).
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4. Cell transplantation

Rats with BBB score 7 to 8 the day before transplantation (day 8 

after injury) were randomly assigned to hATSCs (n=8) and 

DMEM (n=8) transplantation group.

Transplantation of hATSCs was performed at 9 days after 

SCI. The hATSCs were harvested just before injection into the 

injured spinal cord site. Animals were anesthetized as above, and 

the laminectomy site was re-exposed. A 10 μl Hamilton syringe 

(Hamilton, Reno, NV) with a 33 gage needle was lowered into 

the spinal cord using a stereotactic manipulator arm. Cell 

suspensions were injected along the midline of the spinal cord at 

a depth of 1.2 mm into two sites 1.5 mm cranial and caudal to 

the lesion epicenter, in a total volume of 5 μl DMEM without 

growth factors (approximately 5 × 105 cells) at a rate of 1μl/min. 

The injected needle was removed after 3 min to reduce the 

possibility of leakage of the injected suspension from the site. 

Control animals received DMEM vehicle only. After the surgery, 

animals were housed in pairs, and manually bladder evacuation 

was performed at least twice per day. The injured animals received 

prophylactic antibiotics during the first week after injection.

5. Outcome measures

All behavioral tests were performed independently by two 

investigators who were unaware of the experimental groupings 

and the protocols of each rat. Pain response for thermal hyper-

algesia, cold allodynia and mechanical allodynia was assessed 2 

days prior to injury, and weekly from 2 weeks after implantation 

until 7 weeks. Locomotor function was assessed on 2 days prior 

to injury and implantation, and weekly until 7 weeks for BBB 

locomotor rating scale, and on 2 days prior to injury, and weekly 

from 3 weeks after implantation until 7 weeks for inclined test. 

Thermal hyperalgesia was determined by measuring the 

thermal withdrawal response of the hindpaw. Briefly, rats were 

placed in a Plexiglas chamber positioned on a glass platform. 

The plantar surface of the hindpaw was subjected to a radiant 

heat source (Model 336 combination unit, IITC/life Science 

Instruments, Woodland Hill, CA, USA) until the rat showed a 

quick withdrawal response. Each hindpaw was tested five times 

by alternating between the left and right with 30 seconds (s) 

interval. The mean latency of hindpaw withdrawal response was 

calculated.21,22

Cold allodynia was also determined by measuring the cold 

withdrawal response of the hindpaw to acetone application. 

Briefly, rats were placed in a clear plastic cage with a metal mesh 

floor and adapted for 15 min before measurements and then, 

acetone drop was touched to the plantar surface of the hindpaw. 

Each hindpaw was tested five times by alternating between the 

left and right with 5 min interval. The mean frequency of 

hindpaw withdrawal response was calculated.23

Mechanical allodynia was tested by measuring the mecha-

nical withdrawal response of the hindpaw using von Frey 

filaments. Briefly, rats were placed in a clear plastic cage with a 

metal mesh floor and adapted for 15 min before measurements. 

Beginning with 0.1 g probe, filaments were applied to the 

plantar surface of the hindpaw for 6 to 8 seconds in a stepwise 

ascending or descending order following negative or positive 

withdrawal response. Fifty percent probability thresholds of 

mechanical paw withdrawal were calculated. In the absence of 

foot withdrawal in response to the application of a 26 g von Frey 

filament, 26 g was then assigned as the mechanical threshold.24 

The locomotor function was assessed by open field test using 

BBB locomotor rating scale. Briefly, the test was performed after 

placing the rats individually for 4 min in an open field which was 

a molded-plastic circular enclosure with a smooth, a non slippery 

surface (100 cm in the diameter, height of 20 cm). The BBB 

locomotor rating scale was composed of 22-point scale, from 0 

indicating no movement of the hind limb to 21 being normal 

rat.25 The inclined plane test was also performed. Briefly, rat’s 

ability to maintain body position on an inclined board was 

assessed by gradually raising the angles. The maximal angle that 

rat body axis was perpendicular to the axis of the inclined plane 

was measured.26

The collected data were encoded into SPSS/PC version 14.0 

and analyzed. Data were expressed as mean±standard deviation 

(SD). Baseline measures were analyzed by Wilcoxon signed rank 

test and Mann Whitney U test for behavioral tests. Differences 

with p<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

III. Results

1. hATSCs characterization

After five passages of initial plating of the primary culture, 

hATSCs were determined the immunophenotype. The results 

show that hATSCs are highly positive for CD13, CD29, CD44, 

CD49e and CD90 with mean percent of positive cells of 97.89± 
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Figure 1. The effects of transplantation of hATSC and DMEM 
on thermal hyperalgesia after SCI. The hindpaw withdrawal 
latency to heat stimuli was gradually decreased in both groups. 
Although the latency was more decreased in hATSCs trans-
plantation group from 5 weeks, there was no significant 
difference between two groups.

Figure 2. The effects of transplantation of hATSC and 
DMEM on cold allodynia after SCI. The hindpaw withdrawal 
frequency to cold stimuli was gradually increased in both 
groups. The hindpaw withdrawal frequency was more distinct 
in hATSCs transplantation group at 3, 6 weeks significantly 
(*p<0.05).

0.74, 96.30±1.56, 95.85±1.84, 92.54±5.90, and 95.66±2.77, 

respectively, but are negative for CD34, CD45 and CD31 with 

percent of negative cells of 1.76±1.75, 1.98±1.83, and 2.00± 

2.04, respectively.

2. Behavioral tests for pain responses with ATSCs

Behavioral responses for thermal hyperalgesia, cold allodynia 

and mechanical allodynia were measured as soon as the hind 

paws of the injured animals could support their weight. Be-

havioral test could be applied from 2 weeks after implantation in 

this study.

1) Thermal hyperalgesia

The hindpaw withdrawal latency for heat stimuli following SCI 

was decreased in both hATSC and DMEM implantation 

throughout the experimental period compared to basal values. 

Although the paw withdrawal latency was more decreased in 

group of hATSC transplantation from 5 weeks, there was no 

significant difference between hATSC and DMEM implan-

tation (Figure 1). The transplantation of hATSC could not 

induce further development of thermal hyperalgesia compared 

to DMEM implantation.

2) Cold allodynia

Before SCI and naïve states, rats rarely responded to the applica-

tion of acetone on the hindpaw. From 2 weeks after implanta-

tion, hindpaw withdrawal frequency for cold stimuli was observed 

and gradually increased in both groups until 7 weeks similarly. In 

addition, in hATSC transplantation the development of cold 

allodynia was larger than in DMEM implantation only. The 

difference of the development of cold allodynia was significant at 

3, 6 weeks after implantation (Figure 2)(p<0.05). It seems that 

the hATSC transplantation might lead to induce cold allodynia 

much more than DMEM implantation only.

3) Mechanical allodynia.

Before SCI and naïve states, rats were rarely respond to the 

mechanical hindpaw stimulation with a 26 g von Frey filaments. 

After SCI, in both ATSCs and DMEM transplantation group, 

hind paws of rat did not respond to application of the subsequent 

series of von Frey filaments (0.1∼26 g) throughout the experi-

mental period (Data not shown). Mechanical allodynia at hindpaw 

did not develop after SCI in this study and the effect of trans-

plantation of hATSC on the production of mechanical allodynia 

could not check.

3. Motor assessment for functional recovery with ATSCs

We compared the difference of locomotor functional recovery 

between ATSCs and DMEM transplantation group with BBB 
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Figure 3. Locomotor test with BBB rating scale after trans-
plantation of ATSCs and DMEM. The BBB socre was im-
proved gradually in both groups. The improvement of BBB 
score was more significant in hATSCs group at 4, 5, and 6 
weeks after transplantation (*p<0.05).

Figure 4. Locomotor test with inclined test after trans-
plantation of ATSCs and DMEM. The maximum angles were 
gradually increased in both groups. The improvement of 
maximum angle was more significant in hATSCs group at 7 
weeks after transplantation (*p<0.05).

score and the maximum angles of inclined board. In BBB test, 

after transplantation of ATSCs or DMEM, the hindpaw func-

tion was improved gradually in both groups, respectively. After 7 

weeks of transplantation, motor function of both groups were 

improved to the average of BBB score 11.4±0.9 and 10.6±0.7. 

There were significant differences between 2 groups at 4, 5, and 

6 weeks after transplantation (Figure 3)(p<0.05). In inclined 

test, the maximum angles were also improved gradually in both 

groups. After 7 weeks of transplantation, the mean maximum 

angles of both groups were 65.9±4.6° and 59.6±7.5°, respec-

tively. The maximum angles were significantly larger in ATSCs 

transplantation group at 7 weeks after transplantation (Figure 

4)(p<0.05). The transplantation of hATSCs could improve the 

locomotor function after SCI compared with DMEM trans-

plantation.

IV. Discussion

The present study demonstrated that the development of cold 

allodynia was more distinct as compared with transplantation of 

DMEM only after transplantation of ATSCs in SCI rat model. 

In addition, more locomotor functional improvement was also 

observed in hATSCs transplantation.

It has been reported that ATSCs isolated from adipose tissue 

had the ability to differentiate into multiple lineages, including 

neurogenic, adipogenic, osteogenic and chondrogenic differen-

tiation and more than 75% of subpopulation of primate ATSCs 

had neurogenic potential.27,28 Transplantationof ATSCs after 

cerebral ischemia and spinal cord injury in rats has shown 

significant functional improvement.6,15 Furthermore, injection 

of cytoplamic extracts from ATSCs after SCI has reduced apop-

totic cell death, astrogliosis and hypomyelination.7 Consistent 

with previous study, this study also showed that significant func-

tional recovery after SCI was observed in hATSCs transplan-

tation compared with control. These findings support hATSCs 

likewise other types of stem cells also have potential to restore 

spinal motor function after SCI.

Unfortunately, stem cell transplantation therapy seems to 

influence unwanted sensory function as well as motor function 

of nervous system.16-19 Transplantation of neural stem cells in 

the injured spinal cord has been shown forelimb thermal and 

mechanical allodynia and increased sprouting of nociceptive 

afferents without improvement of locomotor function.19 

Differentiation into astrocytes, are known as the sources of 

neurotrophic factors, might result in painful response to stimuli. 

Hofstetter et al17 also has reported that grafting of adult neural 

stem cells into a rat with SCI causes allodynia-like hypersen-

sitivity and axonal sprouting, which is prevented by suppression 

of astrocytic differentiation by transduction of neural stem cells 

with neurogenin-2. Furthermore, the human trials using auto-
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logous bone marrow cell transplantation also showed 20% of 

patients developed neuropathic pain.11 Interestingly, in consis-

tent with previous study, the present study demonstrated the 

development of cold allodynia on hindpaw was exacerbated after 

transplantation of hATSCs in rats with SCI. Although we also 

supposed that differentiation into astrocytes may affect the de-

velopment of pain response, we could not evaluate the histologic 

findings. However, the other study of our laboratory showed 

increased astrocytes in below and above area of spinal cord lesion 

(Unpublished data).

Contradictorily, opposite studies was also reported in stem 

cell based therapy. The transplantation of fibroblasts, genetically 

modified to express BDNF and NT-3 into perilesional spinal 

cord (T8/9) of rat with spinal contusion injury had not exacer-

bated the development of forepaw thermal hypersensitivity.29 

Furthermore, in T13 hemisection SCI model, intrathecal trans-

plantation of RN46A-B14 serotonergic precursor cells, which 

secrete serotonin and BDNF had reduced the hindlimb mecha-

nical allodynia and thermal hyperalgesia.30 Predifferentiated 

embryonic stem cells also had reduced mechanical allodynia and 

cold allodynia of mice pain model after unilateral intraspinal 

injection of quisqualic acid.31 Perilesional transplantation of 

human mesenchymal stem cell into rat spinal cord had shown 

not only the functional improvement but also attenuation of 

mechanical allodynia in a rat with spinal contusional injury.8 

Variable conditions including the type of implanted cells, spinal 

cord injury model and animals may influence the difference of 

pain response after cell transplantation following SCI. To our 

knowledge, this is the first study about the effects of trans-

plantation with ATSCs after SCI on the pain response related 

with stem cell therapy. In the present study, perilesional trans-

plantation of ATSCs after spinal contusional injury may affect 

not only improve the hindpaw motor function but also the 

exacerbation of hindpaw pain rather than attenuation of 

hindpaw pain.

The limitation of present study is that we could not add 

histologic or physiologic evidence of causal relationship of 

hATSCs transplantation for motor improvement and increased 

pain response. Further studies are needed toverify the patho-

mechanism of various positive or negative effects of ATSCs 

transplantation and minimize the adverse effects for spinal cord 

repair.

V. Conclusion

The present study demonstrated that after transplantation of 

ATSCsin rats with SCI, the development of cold allodynia as 

well as locomotor functional improvement were more distinct as 

compared with transplantation of DMEM. For safe stem cell- 

based therapeutic strategies for human trial, careful considerations 

about not only optimal functional benefits but also accom-

panying unintended side effects like neuropathic pain should be 

necessary before adipose tissue-derived stromal cell transplan-

tation therapy after SCI.
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